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Figure S1. DEER data for apo HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray); D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S2. DEER data for CaP2-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S3. DEER data for NFV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S4. DEER data for IDV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S5. DEER data for RTV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray). D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red;
Figure S6. DEER data for ATV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray). D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red;
Figure S7. DEER data for APV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S8. DEER data for SQV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, “+” indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S9. DEER data for DRV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, “+” indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S10. DEER data for LPV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, “+” indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
Figure S11. DEER data for TPV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, “+” indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.